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Summary.
The airflow about a model while being tested is often
suff%oiently affected by the model support to lead to ezron-
eous conclusions unless appropriate corrections are used.
In this paper some new material on the subjeot is presented,
together with a
used in several
_.
review of the airfoil
other laboratories,
The ~t of a balance supporting
stream of a w~nd tunnel experiences a
support corrections
a model in the air ,
force which must be
deduated from the total force measurement in order to find
the force on the model aione. This correction is known as
“spindle dragm or “wire CWagr!and its exact value can easily
be measured on the balance if the model is disconnected from
the spindle and supported in close proximity thereto by
some auxiliary means.
More important than the actual drag of the spindle it-
self, is the disturbing effect which the presence of the suF-
-2-
port exerts on the airflow about the model. Tflisis termed
“spindle interference’ or ‘r-.;ireinterference. ~’ Spindle inter-
ference depends primarily on the position of the spindle with
respect to the model. As an extreme example of interference
we i-nay
sphere
a fine
take the case illustrated in Figures 1 and 2, of a
supported in a wind tunnel hy a bent spindle ~Affand by
wire “E”. The measured drag of the sphere, Spindle,
and’wire is ,372 kg, and that of the wire alone .
.
if we remove the wire and repeat the measurement
sFindle we find the drag to be not .358 kg, but .
we see that while t-hewire
its interference is of the
measurement.
drag amounted tc only
014 kg, but
on sphere and
169 kg. Thus
4 per cent,
order of 50 per cent of the gross.
Similarly we could retain the wire and, by removing the
spindle, get values for spindle drag and spindle interference.
Unfortunately the sum of the spindle and wire interference
thus measured, one at a time, is not rigoro~ly equal to the
combined interference of the-spindle and of the wire acting
simultaneous ly. Thus it is impractical to eliminate entirely
the support interference in wind tunnel research, because the
interferences of two supports on the same nrodelZE%ybe mutually
interdependent. In the testing of airfoils and of model air-
planes, the e%ongated shape,of the model permits su~ separ-
tion of the maim and auxiliary supports that the secondary
interf=ences of the supports may probably be made negligibly
small.
.
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Limiting ourselves to a discussion of airfoil tesi”ing>‘~e :
f~nd that there are now in use illthis country four difierer!t
.-
ty~sg of airfcil supports and fully as many more a?ncad (See
Figure 3). We also note that some Iaborator:es ccrrect their
tests for support intel’ference,while others neglect j-tentire—
1:?l Even among t“no~ewho “introduce interferer.ee correctioils,
there is no ~iformity of practice as to the method Of obtain-
ing the correction.
In the following tests a ‘411x 24’~U.S.A.16 airfoil =8
..
suFported on the skids of the N.A.C.A. .~ire balance, ar.d the
tunnel oper~ted at a speed of 20 meters per second (65.6 ft.
per see); then, wfth all other conditions remaining strictly
constant> a dummy spindle 9.5 mm (3/8”) in diameter was ‘DrOU@*
into close proximity to the model, first at a wing tip and then
successively to the upper and lower surfaces at the mid points
of the span, shown in Figure 4 as Fositions A, B, and C re-
spectively. The lift and drag coefficients computed from
these tests are given in Table 1 and are plotted as polar
curves in Figure 5. .—
If we neglect the disturbing effect of the spindle on the. _
wires, and of the wirss on the sFindle interfe~ence we may plot
curves of drag interference for the three spindle locations, as
shown in Figure 6, #
The end spindle has little effect at low lift
but by reducing the maximum lift, it introduces an
correction when the angle of at=ck is increased,
coefficients,
appreciable
At lift coef_ .
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.
ficients less than .~ the two center spindles have opposite,
and nearly equal effects, the one on the-lower surface de-
creasing the drag, and that on the upper surface increasing it,
At higher lift coefficients the interfe~ence of spindle B,
on the upper surface increases uniformly until. it adds 4@ to
the drag of the airfoil. The interference of spindle C, on
the lower surface, reaches a maximum negative vaiue of 13% at a
lift coefficient of ,5 and then decreases to zero, becoming
Wsitive for lift coefficients above .85.
An attempt was made to get some informa~ion o~the inter-
ference of the Skids used with the wire balance. This was ‘
done in the following manner: Using an N.P.TJ. t-ypeof balance
and a ~i.ng tip spinlle, three dra~ measurements were made:
(a) of a +ing alone, (b) of a wing with two skids attached to
the lower surface, and (c) of a single skid fastened directly
to the balance spindle. The dra~~~) was found equal to that
of (b) - 2 (c) within the error of measurement of the balance,
Although other investigators have called attention to the
existence of support corre.otions, the large error which may be
caused by neglecting them is not generally appreciated in engi-
neering circles. It is therefore to be hoped that the above
tests, together with those quoted in the Appendix, will serve
to show the danger of attempting to compare cr apply airfoil
coefficients, regardless of origin, unless adequate interfer-
ence corrections are known to have been applied.
,.
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Appendix.
.
A communication from the Eiffel Laboratory calls atten-
tion to the intecfereace caused by the supports until recently
used in that wind tunnel. The re~ort states that the drag
coefficients previously issued from that laboratory were uni-
formly high because of the airfoils having 3een supported on
brackets attached to the upper surface, and that by supporting
the airfoil from the lower surface, spindle interference can
be avoided. Eiffel then”explians that the interference af- “
fects only ”the induced drag and not the profile drag, hence ‘
its effect can be treated in a manner similar to that used
“for aspect ratio, and an example is given to demonstrate that,”
within certain limiting values of A, the drag of a wing of .
aspect ratio h held by a certain fixture screwed to the upper
surface is equal to that of one of the same area and Frofile
,
having an aspect ratio A-2 held by that brackek on the lower
surface. The ma~itude of this correction is shown in Figure 7.
No proof is offered to show that the support on the lower
surface does not cause interference, and it seems doubtful
that this should actually be the case. In fact it is probable
that at low angles of attack the tme drag lies intermediate
between these two conditions and that a more accurate drag
coefficient would be obtained by correcting to an effective
. aspect ratio of A-1 the Eiffel tests of airfoils held from .
the upper surface, and to h+l those in which the airfoils
were held from the lower surface.
-f3-
.
There are also available data from Amsterdam giving the drag
Of an airfcil when held by t-m-jtypes of center support. For the
sake of conparisGn we have plotted in Ftgure 7 the drag Then
held by spindles on the uppez surface in per ce~t
held from the lowez surface. These R,S.L. curves
~d interference effect on the profile drag at low
of that when
~ho-wa deci~–
lift coeffi-
cients, due probably to the thickness of the airf~ils used for
.
the test.
The Uriivergi:y of ‘~orontohas made an investigation of the
interferences of end and ~afi &ifile~ from which we have de-
rived the curves of FiOgure8, The end spindle interference is
so low as to be almost negligible, the values being apFroxi-
...
mately one-quarter of those obtained in the N.A.G.A, test. This
may be partially explained by the ratio of s~indle dia~eter to
airfoil chord,
.0936 for our tests and .0S25 for University of
.-
Toronto, though this 50’$increase in relative diameter is prob-
ably not the sole cause for disagreement. The curve for the.
Crank spinile bears a-strong resemblance to our curve for a sup-
port at the center of the lower snrfa~e, In this connections it “
should be noted that while most of the cran’kspirsdle is of (5ir-
cular section it is possible to make that portion which is per-
pendicular to the span of the model, of streamline section.
The support used in the 8-foot tuiinelat the Washington
Navy Yard is so ca&efully streamlined that, although it is-at.
tached to the ~pper side of the wing, its interference has been
found to be so small that it may be neglected.
. .
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At the G~ttingen Laboratory no
ference vere being applied in 1S21,
cor=ectidns for wire inter-
though a special research
to determine this correction was then under consideration.
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